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Abstract Advanced driver assistance systems are widely

used. Some support and inform the driver. Others relieve

him or her of certain tasks—and transform the human-

guided system into a semi-autonomous one. For some years

also fully autonomous systems have been on the roads, so-

called self-driving cars, as prototypes of companies and

within research projects. From the perspective of ethics—

both of the special fields of ethics like animal ethics,

information ethics and technology ethics and of machine

ethics which can be understood as a counterpart to human

ethics—advanced driver assistance systems raise various

questions. The aim of this paper is to derive suggestions

from animal ethics and other disciplines for the improve-

ment and development of the systems. The basis are lit-

erature analysis and own classifications and considerations.

The result is that there are many possibilities to expand

existing systems and to develop new functions in the

context with the aim to reduce the number of animal

victims.

Keywords Advanced driver assistance systems � Self-

driving cars � Road kill � Animal ethics � Information
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1 Introduction

Passenger cars and other motor vehicles are more and more

resembling rolling computers or mobile robots that partly,

and at some time in the future might even fully, decide and

act autonomously, as kinds of independent subjects, with-

out human intervention in a given period of time [9]. The

value of on-board electronics (car IT) is increasing con-

tinuously, while some components are getting cheaper at

the same time.1 Advanced driver assistance systems

(ADAS) like anti-lock braking systems (ABS) and elec-

tronic stability programs (ESP) have become standards,

and now that many cars have automatic light enhancing,

automatic windshield wiper systems and electronic parking

brakes, assisted cruise control, brake assist, emergency

brake assist and lane change assist are growing more

important. Assistance systems are also installed in farming

vehicles, where the focus is more on efficiency and oper-

ative safety (and less on safe driving) [23].

Every year, more than one million people are killed on

the roads [27], and millions are injured. Not only the vic-

tims suffer (if they have the time to do so), their partners

and families suffer too [5]. Death is virtually on board, and

it is hard to understand why the use of mobility is weighed

so much higher than the damage caused by it. Of course we

witness many efforts for reducing the number of casualties,

but while driving is becoming safer, traffic is ever growing

[19], in countries like China and worldwide. The efforts

concentrate less on animals as the weakest players in

traffic, exposed to heavy traffic on the roads. Every year,

billions of higher-developed animals are killed on the road

[29]. In the USA alone, the estimated number of road kills
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is one million per day [35]. Further to birds, frogs,

hedgehogs, squirrels, hare, foxes, wild boards and deer,

pets are also affected, first of all dogs and cats which are

killed in towns and villages (or that are even passengers in

cars).

The driver-supporting assistance systems would be sui-

ted to help animals too. Nobody wants to roll over a

hedgehog, and a collision with deer can impact the car and

the driver seriously. In all, further development of

advanced driver assistance systems might be justified with

moral, technical, economical and safety-related reasons.

This article analyses how assistance systems (and self-

driving cars) selected from the perspective of animal ethics

might contribute to the well-being of animals [6]. Infor-

mation, technology and machine ethics are considered on

the side. The objective is to derive proposals for improving

and optimizing traffic and road safety devices as the well-

being of animals should be compatible to the well-being of

humans who want to be and remain mobile. The analysis

focuses on passenger cars and road traffic. Suggestions for

agricultural use are given as a by-thought.

2 Overview of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems

Modern cars cannot be imagined without advanced driver

assistance systems. These systems support drivers of motor

vehicles and in certain situations they take over drivers’

tasks [3]. Most of them are computer systems connected to

input and output devices, with access to several compo-

nents and functions of vehicles. Technologies are usually

integrated by permanently installed hardware with

embedded software. Some concepts however outsource or

mobilize the display and sensors—Google Glass [24] is one

example. The purpose of application is making driving

safer, more comfortable, and more efficient (for instance by

cutting back the energy consumption). The design of many

systems enables the driver to override the system tempo-

rarily and allow or necessitate manual control or individual

commands. This is owed to reasons of liability and safety

technology. Some systems substitute earlier functions,

others offer new ones.

Some examples of ADAS are the anti-lock braking

system, electronic stability program, automatic light

enhancing, automatic windshield wiping, traffic sign

recognition, electronic parking brake, brake assist, emer-

gency brake assist, lane change assist, lane change support,

intelligent speed adaption, assisted cruise control, anti-

collision control, drowsy driver alert system, tire pressure

control system and parking assist [31]. This article focuses

on assistance systems that intervene in the starting, steer-

ing, controlling and braking of motor vehicles, and prior-

itize on safe driving. They are specified briefly as follows:

– The brake assist in its simple version is a brake booster

that enhances the pedal pressure when the driver brakes

and manoeuvres. This means it is activated based on an

action of the driver interpreted by the system.

– An emergency brake assist recognizes a dangerous

traffic situation via suitable sensors, and triggers

emergency braking. It performs automatic manoeuvres,

which means the system recognizes a dangerous

situation, especially in front of the car, and then

decides and acts accordingly.

– The lane change assist warns the driver with light or

sound signals or vibration when changing a lane would

lead to a collision. The system realizes there is a risk,

especially along the sides of a car, and brings it to the

attention of the driver to make him or her react

accordingly.

– The lane change support automatically returns the car

to the original lane in case of an imminent side

collision. This means it recognizes a risk situation by

sensors and then decides and acts accordingly.

– With traffic sign recognition, the traffic signs on the

lane the car drives on are identified by means of a

camera and image recognition, and then they are shown

and explained on a display. The system is of informa-

tive character, but it can be connected to intelligent

speed adaption or emergency brake assist which

decelerate or brake the vehicle.

Not all types of ADAS are clearly distinguished from

each other, some are related to others. Some can be

described as a combination. The congestion assistant is an

example of the combination of assisted cruise control and

brake assist or emergency brake assist. Some ADAS are

continuously improved, or redesigned to produce new

types. The terminology is not standardized. Informing and

enhancing as well as automatic systems are in use for safe

driving.

Assistance systems use different sensor systems [31]:

ultrasonic sensors (for the parking assist), radar (for the

lane change assist, assisted cruise control, anti-collision

assist), lidar (for the lane change assist, lane change sup-

port, assisted cruise control, anti-collision assist), infrared

laser (for night vision enhancing, frequently in conjunction

with an emergency brake assist) as well as mono and stereo

cameras (emergency brake assist, lane change assist, lane

change support, traffic sign recognition). As already men-

tioned, the sensors can also be accommodated in separate

devices, and Google Glass and Samsung Galaxy Smart

Glasses or smartwatches may be examples. Partly they

cooperate with and supplement each other. Mostly they

depend on other functions, for instance on image and

pattern recognition and other results of computer science

and artificial intelligence (AI). Surround sensors are
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relevant for robots as well. Robots need them to detect and

overcome obstacles, and for general orientation. A differ-

ent automation technology is found in the combination of

computer systems and signals provided from the sur-

roundings (RFID, GPS, motion sensors, light signals).

The integration of systems and sensors is elementary for

successful operation of self-driving cars. In colloquial

language they are called robot cars. They take over certain,

or even all, activities of the driver (or passenger) in road

traffic. They are designed to unburden or replace drivers,

optimize traffic flow, and minimize the risk of accidents

[19]. Some prototypes are well-known, such as the Google

Driverless Car or the outcomes of projects like the Safe

Road Trains for the Environment (SARTRE) funded by the

EU [15]. Self-driving cars are already seen on the roads of

some European cities [30]. Inside, the human is monitoring

the system, as a driving instructor would monitor a learner

[22]. Traffic dominated by self-driving cars is a vision, a

vision however that fuels and drives the development of

novelty driver assistance systems. By 2035, more than ten

million such systems will be sold, and more than 50 million

should be in use all over the world [21].

3 Ethics and Specific Fields of Applied Ethics

Ethics is an old discipline of philosophy. Morality and the

will for moral behavior are its objects [28]. It can be pur-

sued as theoretical or as applied ethics. The latter estab-

lishes specific fields of ethics relating to segregated

applications. Examples are environmental, bio, animal,

military, technology, information, media, business, politi-

cal and legal ethics. In a way, information ethics is in the

centre of the fields of applied ethics [13]. These have to

communicate with information ethics considering how

information and communication technologies (ICT) and

computer systems are integral parts of their fields of

application.

The object of information ethics is morality of and in the

information society. It analyses how, when offering or

using ICT as well as new media, we behave or should

behave in terms of morality [13]. It includes computer,

network and new media ethics. Technology ethics relates to

ethical issues of the use of technology. The technology can

be the one of houses, vehicles or arms. The object of

machine ethics is the (specifically understood) morality of

semi-autonomous and autonomous programs and systems

(which function temporarily or in the long-term indepen-

dent of humans), as in agents, chat bots, robots, unmanned

aerial vehicles or self-driving cars [12]. It can be classified

as a part of information and technology ethics or it can be

understood as an equivalent to human ethics and as an

independent major discipline [11]. Machine ethics is a

young field in which AI experts, robotics and computer

scientists as well as philosophers are engaged [1]; robot

ethics is a germ cell and a special field of and besides it

[2].2 Surely machine morality and human morality are very

different, and the appropriateness of the terms is inten-

sively discussed [1].

There is more or less agreement that machines, be they

unmanned aerial vehicles or motor vehicles [33], have to

be capable of making decisions with ethical implications

without human support. Different from animals, they can

judge several alternatives with a rational and future-ori-

ented approach, and in the best case they can make the best

choice, (also in ethical terms) based on facts (like capacity

for suffering, medical condition, age, to speak within the

animal-related context), following suitable rules and

models of normative ethics and comparing cases or using

observations. These are not free decisions, but under cer-

tain circumstances they are more open and more unpre-

dictable from the outside than decisions by animals.3

Animal ethics (which can be seen as a part of environ-

mental or bio ethics) deals with the duties humans have

towards animals as objects of morality and with the rights

of animals [34]. Duties of animals do not exist in terms of

morality, considering they are not subjects of morality and

do not make free decisions based on rational thinking;

rather they are determined by dispositions, instincts and

reflexes. The capacity of suffering is an important moral

and ethical criterion. It can justify the requirement of

adjusting husbandry to the needs of the species, or intro-

ducing a ban on the keeping and use of animals. Altering a

famous statement by Jeremy Bentham we could not only

ask whether animals might suffer, we could also ask

whether they have the will to live.4 Under certain cir-

cumstances, this will might justify a ban on killing them.

Regardless of such justifications, most people do not want

to collide with animals, rather they want to spare them

suffering and save trouble and costs for themselves. The

Western culture maintains a widely accepted consensus on

2 A central publication in this field is ‘‘Machine Ethics’’ by Michael

and Susan Leigh Anderson as editors [1]. Important is also ‘‘Moral

Machines’’ by Wallach and Allen [33]. With respect to ‘‘Machine

Ethics’’, it can be said in summation that some authors refer critically

to Isaac Asimov and his famous Three Laws of Robotics and reflect

upon the basic meanings and implications of machine ethics. Some

authors discuss deontological or teleological normative models with

respect to the use for machine morality. James Gips focusses on virtue

ethics. Bruce M. McLaren promotes a case-based reasoning, and

Marcello Guarini gives a neural network approach.
3 We are not going to discuss problematic terms and concepts of

machine ethics in depth. In its brief existence, this young discipline

has produced many articles and books related to these issues. As

examples we mention [1] as well as [33].
4 Bentham wrote in ‘‘An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and

Legislation’’: ‘‘The question is not, Can they reason? nor Can they

talk? but, Can they suffer?’’ [14].
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avoiding unnecessary suffering or unreasonable killing of

animals. However, most people are not aware of the

smallest beings such as insects. With large species, such as

wild boar or moose, one’s own safety is the priority. This

article is not intended to explain how this consensus does

not exclude the occurrence of several inconsistencies and

paradoxes. Examples can be found in husbandry or pet

keeping or the consumption of meat.

Animals are furnished with RFID tags (RFID is the

acronym of ‘‘radio-frequency identification’’), traced by

tracking devices, and managed by machines, therefore

information ethics (and partly also technology ethics)

addresses the rights and duties of creatures in the infor-

mation and knowledge society, with the opportunities of

designing information technologies and application sys-

tems to adjust to species and animals. Machine ethics

inquires how to optimize (semi-)autonomous systems

interacting with animals (animal-machine interaction in

case of higher animals [8]) in ethical terms. According to

the actor-network theory, the systems can be described as

‘‘actants’’ [4], as acting subjects which are not necessarily

humans (‘‘actors’’) or animals. Animal ethics today defi-

nitely has to cooperate with information ethics, technology

ethics and machine ethics.

4 Advanced Driver Assistance Systems in Relation

to Animals

As already mentioned, below we concentrate on advanced

driver assistance systems in the narrower sense of the term,

respectively on safe driving (safe also for animals) with the

help of certain kinds of car IT. Considering the issues and

topics of animal ethics, and based on the selected systems,

we describe present and future options. In some cases we

believe that it is necessary to take other special ethics and

machine ethics into account. The underlying intention is to

improve and develop ADAS by means of ethical consid-

erations without going into technical details in this article.

In the present context, animal ethics focuses on the

animal as the object of the morality of humans and

machines, and it can clarify and represent the rights of

animals in road traffic. The size of animals at risk is less

relevant for animal ethics, while the capacity to suffer

(which of course can be linked with the size), the age,

health and frequency of occurrence of individuals as well

as the level of development, and where applicable the

degree of threat of extinction of the species are relevant.

Species as such have no rights, and it is questionable

whether they may be considered as an object of morality in

the narrower sense of the term. However there should be no

doubt that most animals depend on other members of their

species, and usually living in a sufficiently large group (a

herd or shoal) or an entire population will benefit their

existential use and their social lives. The protection of

species can be the object of animal ethics and of environ-

mental ethics in a narrower sense. In the context of

mobility, the central issues of animal ethics are the animal

suffering, the (method of) animal killing, and the rela-

tionship between the individual and the species.

4.1 Brake and Emergency Brake Assist

The brake assist is relevant already today as it supports

human actions and reactions relating to animals. Systems

that could distinguish not only between humans and ani-

mals but also between animals and between species would

be helpful [5].5 They would be able to inform the driver

about the individuals, the species, the background and

circumstances. With regards to individuals, it is important

to know if and how they might suffer, and whether they are

healthy or sick animals.6 With regards to species it is

important to know whether they are endangered or exis-

tential for others. When suggestions are submitted to the

driver for decision-making, results of animal ethics and

environmental ethics and of the research on the variety of

species as well as biodiversity generally can be considered.

Further development of sensors and of image and pattern

recognition would be desirable. Sensor development also

would have to include audio sensors. Cars should not only

see but also hear animals, including frequencies inaudible

for humans [6]. Radio chips could be an option, the type

that can be integrated in the environment as well as the

types already available, for instance RFID tags for farm

animals. Electronic signals of animals lost and erring

across the road could alert the car of the danger.

The emergency brake assist when combined with suit-

able technologies can help avoid hurting or killing animals

[6]. Systems capable of recognizing and distinguishing

humans and animals in the darkness with night vision

enhancement are available on the market [17, 21]. A

warning is transmitted to the driver, who then can slow

down. The systems can be combined with the emergency

braking system that actuates automatically when—as hap-

pens frequently when driving late in the evening—there is

very little time for human reaction. Things are more

5 A team around Dah-Jye Lee has developed an algorithm suitable

for distinguishing between species: ‘‘The team has also tested their

algorithm on a dataset of fish images from BYU’s biology department

that included photos of four species: Yellowstone cutthroat, cottid,

speckled dace and whitefish. The algorithm was able to distinguish

between the species with 99.4 % accuracy.’’ [20].
6 We would like to emphasize here that these facts do not

automatically lead to decisions. They can be a part of the chain of

reasoning, and the needs and priorities of engineers, producers and

customers must be weighed up against each other.
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complicated if another car tailgates closely. The central

goal is not to create unnecessary risks for traffic partici-

pants by driving a car. It is obvious that there can be

conflicts between human ethics and animal ethics. Again,

systems able to distinguish not only between humans and

animals, but also between animals (as individuals) and

between species would be worth developing. Fully

autonomous braking is also an issue of machine ethics. The

machine has to make morally relevant decisions, as these

decisions affect the well-being of the animal. In general,

next to suitable rules and models of normative ethics [11]

new developments in the field of sensors and image and

pattern recognition would be desirable.

Large combine harvesters, which are of marginal inter-

est here, move through very complex environments. They

work on meadows or fields of corn and maize where vis-

ibility is limited. Deer fawns are prone to be caught in the

cutters [23]. This is of importance because of the damage

caused to the machinery and the lost times of harvesting

and from the perspective of information and technology

ethics (the human who feels guilty after having killed an

animal with a machine) and animal ethics (an animal is

killed with the machine without intention or probable

gain). In this environment, the application of a standard

emergency brake assist is very limited. There are solutions

other than special audio systems that filter animal noise

from the machine noise, for example GPS, thermal imaging

cameras or unmanned aerial vehicles that fly ahead of the

machines and communicate with them [22]. These con-

cepts might benefit road traffic, where the surround

analysis suddenly can get very difficult through fog or

nightfall.

4.2 Lane Change Assist and Lane Change Support

Initially, the lane change assist seems not to be of any

significance in this context. If it actuates after detecting an

animal, the danger will be over. However, an extended

assistance system can inform other cars or drivers, or the

high-way patrol about an animal on the lane or the by-pass

lane [5]. By principle, the brake assist can do the same, yet

the lane change assist detects even animals that are not

relevant for one’s own car and that other systems might not

detect and consider [6]. Suitable components and sensors

could provide information on size, gender, status and type

and target of the moving animal. Again, RFID of farm

animals might be considered. Such an assistant would also

be capable of analysing the behaviour of birds of prey

hovering along the roadside as potential traffic casualties.

In so far, several animals have to be considered in their

relationship to each other.

This extended function might be used for combine

harvesters driving along certain tracks. It could detect deer

fawns, clutches of eggs or couples of ducklings without

having to use unmanned aerial vehicles (which imply new

problems and risks). In lush fields or high grass, it would

have to be connected to additional technologies such as

radar, thermal imaging camera, and audio system. Cou-

pling it with scarecrow systems (which usually do not work

with a roe deer fawn) could avoid losses of efficiency

(caused by machine standstill). Alternatively, human

assistants could be engaged for the secure remove of the

animals.

The lane change support could be useful in interactions

with animals. Imagine you were driving slowly because of

the traffic flow or bad weather, and suddenly an animal

approaches the vehicle from the rear or from the side. This

might not be very probable in Central Europe, but it hap-

pens quite frequently in Scandinavia, Canada or certain

southern countries. The car could by-pass the animal as a

precaution, or drive away from it, taking care—and this is

also an issue of machine ethics—not to scare or hurt it.

4.3 Traffic sign recognition

Integrating traffic sign recognition will be helpful in this

context [7]. Today, it is possible to identify animal-related

warning, cautioning and prohibiting signs, signs warning of

the general presence of animals, of deer crossing, or of

equestrian lanes [5]. From the perspective of animal or

environmental ethics, both individuals and species are to be

protected. Non-standardized elements such as signs point-

ing towards cattle drives or frog leaps could be considered

[6]. The elements could be furnished with signals or

transmitters so the system would not depend on image and

pattern recognition only. When the vehicle approaches,

these technologies inform it about the type of danger, if the

danger currently exists, and how best to deal with it [6].

When the traffic sign recognition is combined with emer-

gency brake assist the car will be able to brake autono-

mously when needed. Again, this is an issue of machine

ethics. One has to ‘‘feed the system’’ with information on

which animals the car should brake for or not, also with the

necessity of not endangering passengers on board or other

traffic participants. The general objective is to optimize

advanced driver assistance systems further, also with

regards to the recognition of surroundings, integrating so-

called thinking things that will make it part of the Internet

of Things [16].

Intelligent, interactive signs adjusting to the local cir-

cumstances might be another option. Again, information

from the radio chips of farm animals (and pets) or from

connected databases, information systems and the internet

might be used for the purpose. The elements might not only

alert the driver of the danger, but also propose the best

conduct. Similar approaches are already used for speed
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limiting. Emoticons indicate whether or not the system is

‘‘satisfied’’ with the speed, or the situation is specified with

terms like ‘‘attention’’ or ‘‘danger’’. Such signs could

interact with advanced driver assistance systems.7

5 Self-Driving Cars

Self-driving cars are able to provide more sophisticated

functions [32]. Based on the latest information, they can

avoid problematic areas or times of the day autonomously,

and—as illustrated above with the example of the combine

harvester—rely on interaction with beings, warn or

scare them away (not least an issue of animal-machine

interaction [8]). The machine–machine communication,

especially the communication between cars (car2car com-

munication), and the communication between cars and the

internet and information systems and between cars and

radio chips in or on animals and other signal providers, are

also very important [7]. Cars regulate their speed, intervals,

and priorities interactively in correlation for best possible

traffic flow. In future they might even share information

with each other and with databases or networks to be able

to make logistically [17] and ethically adequate decisions

[11], or signals can influence them. The data flows make it

a special matter of information ethics. The issue is to

protect the informational autonomy of the driver [6]. Also

the hacking and the ‘‘hostile bid’’ of the car constitute

serious problems (e.g. for the security and the personal

autonomy) which can be investigated by information and

technology ethics [26]. As already mentioned above,

cooperation between machines with different specific

capacities by interaction between ground and air bound

vehicles might be reasonable.

Self-driving cars require more complex concepts from

machine ethics. An ethical machine should be able to

respond adequately in relation to all beings provided this

is within its powers, but recognition of small and

smallest beings such as gastropods or insects is not in its

powers. The relevant classic normative models, as for

instance the ethics of duties or consequences have to be

considered, and new models of normative ethics have to

be developed [10]. Simply following pre-defined rules is

not enough. Observations and case studies have to be

considered, rules have to be prioritized and adjusted.

When machines decide autonomously, matters of

acceptance, safety and liability are highly relevant,

which again affects information and technology ethics as

well as jurisprudence. In the end it could not only turn

out that self-driving cars require very complex concepts,

but that these complex concepts could be a source of

risk for all participants.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

More and more advanced driver assistance systems are

being installed that support or ‘‘alternate’’ with the driver in

many different ways. In combinations they lead to self-

driving cars in which the driver is turned into a front-seat

passenger. From the perspective of animal ethics and ani-

mal welfare, there is considerable need for improvement in

the systems, especially with regards to ‘‘safety for all’’.

Information and technology ethics can contribute to these

questions. Solutions for avoiding casualties of animals or

humans, and protecting the species, have to be researched.

The desire for highest possible mobility is a reality and not

going to lessen. It is important to consider the rights of all

involved and affected.

Animal ethics should open up towards current techno-

logical options. Until today, this discipline hardly perceives

developments of robotics beyond milking machines and

picking systems (that can disturb and destroy animal life).

Only in the USA there are a few basic approaches towards

an animal-computer interaction that might lead to see the

necessity of technology-focused animal ethics [25]. Animal

ethicists also have to deal with economic perspectives, and

make them fruitful for their work. One day, cars that pro-

tect animals might sell better than cars that treat animals

like objects, or perceive them as obstacles only.

This article does not want to support the instrumen-

tality or denial of ethics. The question is how the

industry is going to respond to issues communicated by

ethicists. Surely, drivers can be made wanting to be able

to better protect animals. The industry will focus more

on economic aspects. Drivers might assert pressure with

their demand for new car models. This they surely will

do once they get informed and conscientious of ethical

and environmental issues, and when getting aware of

functions that could avert damage from their passenger

cars or farming machines. This brings us back to the

economic perspective that cannot be by-passed. Perhaps

it is possible to reconcile different points of view and

conflicting interests with each other.
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